


made in formaplan
We manufacture furniture parts and flat-packed furniture for  
furniture manufacturers, distributors and multi-channel providers. 
Our speciality is drawers.
 
As part of the Henrichsmeyer Group, we have over 90 years of  
experience in international cabinet-making, with a fantastic depth of 
production from standard size panels through to finished furniture. At 
our 135,000 square metre production area in Hövelhof, Germany, 
formaplan and its over 350 qualified employees and cutting-edge 
technology produce up to 160,000 drawers, 60,000 furniture parts 
and 50,000 packaging items every day.

Our efficient machinery, an in-house wood-fired heat and power  
station as well as a gas-based co-generation plant and additional 
production capacities at formaplan komponenty in Poland ensure 
that we are strong and flexible as well as offering attractive prices for 
large and small series production.

We inherited the passion for wood from our roots. While we now run 
a leading industrial operation, we still know that craftsmanship counts. 
Our employees are our guarantee of quality and innovativeness.

For our customers, we are the ideal partner for modern furniture  
making: we take over the product development, procurement of  
large quantities, complete production and packaging through to indi- 
vidual labelling. Everything with an outstanding level of expertise, 
commitment and sustainable success.
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values
formaplan stands for quality in line with the German benchmark.   
We are committed to reliability, professionalism, trust and control as 
part of every order. The quality of our products is guaranteed by our 
internal QA system certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001.
Frequent internal and external audits ensure permanent optimisation 
with a constant eye on quality across all areas. We are FSC- and 
PEFC-certified.

formaplan stands for innovativeness in products and materials.  
In 1969 we invented the foil-wrapped folding drawer and have since 
constantly surprised our customers with our progress and advance-
ments. We develop useful and results-driven solutions together with 
our customers, free of restrictions in relation to material, surface,  
design and logistics.

formaplan is focussed on internationality. Our partners in Sweden, 
Poland, Denmark, Finland and Benelux promote our open-minded 
attitude, while our renowned customers from Europe and beyond 
appreciate our German virtues. Communication across borders is 
just as much a part of everyday business as furniture is to East West-
phalia.

formaplan also means: sustainability. Our approach is focussed on 
results. The pioneering technology in our power plants utilises waste 
wood as a renewable energy source and converts heat into power. 
This strengthens our independence and has cut our CO2 emissions 
by 70 percent. Our unique and innovative energy management pro-
motes the careful use of resources by every single employee.

formaplan appreciates the human factor. Our employees are our  
guarantee of success. Ensuring a consistently high level of expertise 
and performance as well as the safe and effective interaction be-
tween man and machine is a daily challenge.
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furniture parts
Our range of services includes the fabrication of parts at different 
stages of production. 

Furniture parts of every kind leave our factory in huge numbers every 
day. In particular, our specialities include:

 • Furniture parts, such as cabinet elements, shelfs, front pieces,   
 table tops and structural components

 • CNC parts, such as table tops and other free-form parts

 • Drawers in a range of designs, PVC, PP and paper surfaces

 • Wrapped furniture elements, such as crossbars, plinth-profiles   
 and blinds

 • Complete modules 

Our versatile machinery allows us to keep capacities available for both 
regular requirements as well as special, one-off quantities. We are more 
than happy to discuss details on dimensions, designs, coating materials, 
drill patterns or milling requirements in a personal meeting.
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product  
development
formaplan develops series in line with market developments as well 
as functional special solutions in accordance with customer require-
ments. This may relate to new series or innovations in technology. 

Before starting series production, we involve the customer in an inten-
sive planning and development phase, from the initial sketch to the 
construction of a prototype, through to the release of the compo-
nents for series production. We always place the highest demands 
on the satisfaction of the quality of the products defined together with 
the customer.
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procurement
formaplan is an expert service provider on the procurement side. Our 
customers benefit from supplier relationships and cost benefits in the 
procurement of large quantities.

packaging
& logistics
Depending on the customer order, we take over the cardboard 
packaging, including connecting and functional fittings, assembly in- 
structions as well as individual labelling and marking. We can provide 
everything under one roof and on a single truck – with industrial 
packaging on pallets, delivered safely ad securely to the customer.

furniture
formaplan provides the fully integrated production of complete, flat- 
packed, furniture. Flexible capacities allow us to provide large series 
production for the international mass market. We work together with 
both distributors as well as multi-channel providers. We also cover 
specific demand peaks by manufacturers as an extended workbench, 
quick and on-time.
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Rudolf Henrichsmeyer
formaplan GmbH & Co.KG
Gehastrasse 4
D - 33161 Hövelhof (Germany)

phone +49(0) 52 57 505 - 0 
fax +49(0) 52 57 505 - 261
info@formaplan.de
www.formaplan.de


